
Lesson 3 

Values and data types 

Multiple Choice Questions 

Question 1 

A constant which gives the exact representation of data is called 

1. Variable 

2. Literal ✓ 
3. Identifier 
4. Character 

Question 2 

A word used in a high-level language which has a special meaning attached to it is called 

1. Class 
2. Identifier 

3. Keyword ✓ 
4. Literal 

Question 3 

A character literal is assigned to a: 

1. Char variable ✓ 
2. Char type literal 
3. String variable 
4. String literal 

Question 4 

A character literal is enclosed in: 

1. ' ' ✓ 
2. " " 
3. : : 
4. { } 

Question 5 

A set of characters is assigned to: 

1. String variable ✓ 
2. Static variable 
3. Boolean variable 



4. None 

Question 6 

The ASCII codes of upper case alphabets range from: 

1. 65 - 90 ✓ 
2. 60 - 85 
3. 65 - 91 
4. 97 - 122 

Question 7 

Which of the following results in integer type? 

1. 11.4F/3.2D 
2. 13.8F/4.6F; 

3. 12/3 ✓ 
4. none 

Question 8 

Which of the following is non-primitive data? 

1. char 
2. long 

3. object ✓ 
4. short 

Question 9 

Which of the following type is an exact representation of fractional values? 

1. char 

2. double ✓ 
3. byte 
4. String 

Question 10 

Boolean Data is used to test a particular condition i.e. true or false. Which of the following is a correct 
representation? 

1. boolean m=true ✓ 
2. boolean m='true' 
3. boolean m="true" 
4. none 



Fill in the blanks 

Question 1 

The character sets of Java is like alphabets of English language. 

Question 2 

A standard encoding system way of representing characters is Unicode. 

Question 3 

ASCII code is decimal number to represent a character. 

Question 4 

Each individual component of a Java statement is known as token. 

Question 5 

In Java, the constants are also called literals. 

Question 6 

Assignment operator is used to store a value in the variable. 

Question 7 

The comma, exclamation, question mark etc., are termed as Tokens in Java language. 

Question 8 

An element of Java program that is used to identify a class, function or value is called as identifier. 

Question 9 

Integer type value occupies 4 bytes in the memory. 

Question 10 

A Java expression that contains all the elements of same data type is pure expression. 

III. Write short answers: 

1. Data type specifies the size and type of values that can be stored in an identifier. The 
Java language is rich in its data types. In Java two types of data types are there; a) 
Primitive data type b) non-Primitive a type. 

2. A variable is a named memory location, which contains a value. The value of variable 
can change depending upon the circumstances and problems in a program. 
Ex: int m; float p, q, r; 



3. Constant is a literal that remain fixed throughout the discussion of a program. A 
constant is a value that can be assigned to a specific variable.  
Ex: Integer Constant: 12, 4, 342 etc. 
Real Constant:  1.02, 345.23, 1.0569 etc. 
Character Constant: ‘A’, ‘p’, ‘?’ etc. 
String Constant:  “computers”, Pay2020”, 3421” etc. 
Boolean Constant: true or false 

4. Two kinds of data types are: 
i) Primitive data type  ii) Non-Primitive data type 

5. A token can be defined as each individual component of a Java statement such that it 
carries some meaning and takes part in effective execution of the program. 
The various types of tokens are: Literals, Assignments, Keywords, Operators, 
Identifiers etc. 

6. i)  A variable may have any number of characters. 
ii) It may contain alphabets, digits, dollar sign and underscore. 
iii) The underscore can be used between the words of variable name. 
iv) It should be meaningful, which easily depicts its purpose. 

7. When the data type gets converted to another data type after the user’s 
intervention, the type conversion is known as explicit type conversion or type 
casting. 

8. (a) double pie = 3.142857; (b) double num=Math.sqrt(3); 
9. (a) Integer: Numbers which are represented without decimal points. 

      Floating: they represent numbers with decimal points. 
(b) Token: Each individual component of a programming statement is referred as 
Token. 
      Identifier: It is used to represent program elements such as function name or 
class name. 
(c) Character: A character literal represents a single character enclosed within single 
quotes. 

String: It is a set of alphanumeric characters enclosed within a pair of opening and 
closing                 double quotes. 

(d) Character: A character literal represents a single character enclosed within single 
quotes. 

Boolean: It is used in a program to check whether a given logical condition is 
satisfied or not. It represent true or false without any quotes. 

10. (a) int  (b) long  (c) float/double  (d) char 
11. Boolean constants are special literals. They represent true or false and can be used in 

a Java program to check whether a given logical condition is satisfied or not. They are 
never enclosed within quotes.  



Ex;  boolean bo = ( 3 >  6 ) ? true : false; 
12. The fundamental or basic data types (viz. int, float, char) that are provided with some 

built in characteristics are known as primitive data types.  
13. The complier must know the type of data you are likely to supply for storage to 

ensure optimum utilization of memory space. This is the reason why data types are 
required in java programming. In java programming, we need to deal with various 
types of data. Hence, it becomes necessary for a programmer to select an 
appropriate data type according to the data taken in a program. 

14. (a) In a mixed expression, the data type of the result gets automatically converted 
into the highest data type available in the expression without any intervention of the 
user. This system of type conversion is known as implicit type conversion.  
For Ex. int a; long b ; long c 
c = a + b 
(b) When the data type gets converted to another data type after the user’s 
intervention, the type conversion is known as explicit type conversion. 
For Ex. int a, b; 
Float x = (float) a + b; 

15. In a mixed expression, the data type of the result gets automatically converted into 
the highest data type available in the expression without any intervention of the 
user. This system of type conversion is known as implicit type conversion or 
Coercion. 

16. In an impure expression, where data of various types is included, the result needs to 
be obtained in a specific data type. The data type in which the result is to be obtained 
is converted as per the suitability of the system or the requirement of the user. This 
conversion is referred to as type conversion.  
In a mixed expression, the data type of the result gets automatically converted into 
the highest data type available in the expression without any intervention of the 
user. This system of type conversion is known as implicit type conversion.  
When the data type gets converted to another data type after the user’s 
intervention, the type conversion is known as explicit type conversion. 

17. Static initialisation: The variable is initialised at the time of its declaration.  
Dynamic initialisation: When a variable gets initialised at run time, i.e., during the 
execution of program logic, it is termed as dynamic initialisation. 

18. A number of primitive data types are used together to represent a non-primitive data 
type. For Ex.  array, class and interface. 

 

  


